Bayo Unit Nomenclature

- Sensor #1
- Sensor #2
- Blast zone
- Backer
- Muzzle strap
- Strap buckle
- 3.5 mm jack
- Clickcam
- V-block (rubber pad)
- Blast crown
- Blast beam
- Sensor deck
- Muzzle strap
- Clickcam
Display Unit Nomenclature

- 3.5 mm jack
- Micro-SD card
- 3-position switch (up/down/in)
- Shot series/Shot string
- Shot number
- Shot statistics
- Display screen
- Display case
- 3.5 mm data cable (included)
- Clipstand (in kickstand mode)
- Clipstand screw
- Case screws (remove for batteries)
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